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Android 7 screenshot galaxy s7

You may consider to take a screenshot of the Galaxy S7 and Galaxy S7 edge (print screen) when: you want to share your achievements in the game / app; You'll need to share a location on a Google map. You want to share the content of the webpage instead of the URL. you want to keep records of online payments;... Anyway, it is very easy to take a screenshot of the Galaxy
S7 and Galaxy S7 edge. You don't need any apps to print your Galaxy S7 screen. Actually, there are at least 3 different methods to make a screenshot of the Galaxy S7 and Galaxy S7 edge without using any applications. This guide will also show you how to use the new screen capture feature in the edges of the Galaxy S7 and S7, scrolling, which allows you to take a screenshot
of the Galaxy S7 for long web pages or application pages, needing more than one screen.3 different methods to make a screenshot of the Galaxy S7 and Galaxy S7 edgeYou have to use any of the 3 methods to make a screenshot of the Galaxy S7 and Galaxy S7 edge: Home button + Power button methodPalm swipe methodAstant menu We have 3 methods for screen capture
on the Galaxy S7 and Galaxy S7 edge: Assistant menu method is the simplest. Your grandma can do it with one hand. The Home+ Power Button method is the fastest. Method 1: Use the Home button + Power buttonAlter on all previous Galaxy S devices, you can take a screenshot of the Galaxy S7 and S7 edge by pressing and holding the Home button and the power button
simultaneously. You can check this page at the Galaxy S7 and S7 edge layouts. This is actually the fastest way to make a screenshot of the Galaxy S7 and Galaxy S7 edge if you get used to it. Some owners of the Galaxy S7 may fail to get a screenshot usually for one of the following two reasons: they press two buttons but do not hold the buttons until the screenshot is
taken.they fail to hold two buttons at the same time. In fact, you always hold one button earlier. But if you hold down the button for too long without holing the second button, you get unexpected behavior: You may need to practice it several times to get used to it. Normally, you can hold down the power button a little earlier because the power button responds more slowly than the
Home button after pressing. Method 2: Use your palm to scroll to the screenshot on the Galaxy S7 and Galaxy S7 edgeYy also drag your palm across the screen to take a screenshot of the Galaxy S7 and Galaxy S7 edge as below screenshot shown. Please note that the palm needs to touch the screen slightly. In the Galaxy S7 and Galaxy S7 edge, palm for capture is enabled by
default. If you can't take a screenshot on the edge of a Galaxy S7 or Galaxy S7 by dragging your palm, you can check your settings to make sure that this palm-drawn shooting feature is enabled. You can go to Settings Advanced features as below screenshot shown. Tap Swipe in the palm of your hand to see if you're going to be on/off function as shown below. The success rate
of this method may not be as high as the other two methods, especially when you are in a hurry. But this is very very when you're relaxed. If you feel that these two methods are too difficult, you should try the third method to make a screenshot of the Galaxy S7 and Galaxy S7 edge. It's going to be deadly easy. Even your grandmother can do it easily with one hand. Method 3: Use
the Screenshot Assistant menu in the Galaxy S7 menu, and the Galaxy S7 edgeAssistant has been added to Galaxy devices (from Galaxy S6) as an accessibility tool to help owners who need help with agility. But it is actually very useful for many users. One of the nice features in the Galaxy S7 Assistant menu is that you can use it to take a screenshot on the edge of the Galaxy
S7 and Galaxy S7. This is actually the easiest way to take a screenshot of the Galaxy S7 and Galaxy S7 edge. This method requires no practice. By default, the Assistant menu isn't enabled on the edges of the Galaxy S7 and S7. You can follow these steps to take and use it to take a screenshot of the Galaxy S7. Go to Settings - Accessibility - Dexterity &amp; Interaction -
Assistant menu as below screenshot shown. By default, the Assistant menu doesn't turn on. So the content on the Assistant menu page is grayed out as below screenshot shown. Tap the switch in the upper-right corner to turn it on. You can also turn on the switch by swiping to the right side. When the Galaxy S7 Assistant menu is turned on, the switch changes to blue (the default
theme), as shown below. When the Galaxy S7 Assistant menu is turned on, you may notice that a floating button appears on the Galaxy S7 Home screen, as shown above. Tap and hold the button to save it anywhere on the screen. You can also change the Assistant menu settings on the edge of the Galaxy S7 and Galaxy S7. To use the features of the Galaxy S7 Assistant
menu, tap the floating button. It will be expanded as described above. Use the arrow key to navigate through different pages for other functions. Step 3: Use the Assist menu to take a screenshot of the edges of the Galaxy S7 and Galaxy S7S as you scroll through the Galaxy S7 Assistant menu items, by default, on page 3/4, you'll find the Screenshots button as below screenshot
shown. Tap the Screenshots button to immediately take a screenshot for the current page (i.e. print the current screen) as shown below. Please note that menu items for the Galaxy S7 Assistant menu can be re-ordered or removed. For example, you can use the screenshot button on the first page. How do I use scrolling to take a screenshot on the edge of the Galaxy S7 and
Galaxy S7 for multiple screens? When scrolling was first introduced in the Galaxy Note 5, many Note 5 owners were very satisfied with this feature. The Galaxy S7 and Galaxy S7 edge now have this feature as well. Scrolling is one of the most useful functions when you need to a screenshot on the edge of the Galaxy S7 and Galaxy S7 for content that doesn't fit in one screen. For
example, if you want to take a screenshot of a webpage, you'll often find it difficult to customize a webpage on a single S7 or S7 edge screen. You may need to take a few screenshots to cover the content you want to share. Scroll capture simply allows you to glue all the screenshots together as a single image. If you want to use scrolling to take a screenshot of the Galaxy S7 and
Galaxy S7 edges for multiple screens, you can proceed as follows:Step 1: use the application as usualFor example, you want to take a screenshot of our website. You can use Chrome in Galaxy S7 or S7 to open the home page as below screenshot shown. Step 2: Take a screenshot as usualSeat one of 3 methods (Home button+ power button, palm swipe, and Assistant menu) to
take a screenshot on the edge of the Galaxy S7 and Galaxy S7 normally. Once the screenshot is taken, you may notice there are 3 buttons at the bottom: Please note the options (along with the screenshot) disappear from the screen after about 5 seconds. Samsung doesn't seem to want to interrupt your use of the app. So the Galaxy S7 gives you 5-7 seconds to decide whether
you want to share it or edit it now or use it later. Please note the screenshot of the Galaxy S7 and S7 edge is always saved automatically (in the DCIM folder / screenshots). You should also see the notification in the Galaxy S7 notification panel when the screenshot is captured. Step 3. Tap Capture More to use scroll captureTap to capture more to put the next screen into the
screenshot. After shooting Capture More, you will notice the Galaxy S7 automatically scroll down page one full screen for you, take a screenshot, then merge the screenshot with the previous one. The current screenshot appears in the upper-right corner, as shown below. Please note, do not scroll the page manually!!! Scrolling will do it for you. To include more than one screen
shot, just tap the Capture More icon. The process will be repeated. Step 4: Stop scrolling. If you don't need multiple screens or the end of the page is reached, you can wait about 5 seconds. Screen capture options disappear automatically. You can also tap the Back button until the options disappear to make them disappear. Tap Share to instantly share your screenshot. Tap Crop
to edit the captured screenshot. Can you now take a screenshot of the Galaxy S7 and Galaxy S7 edge without using apps? Can you use the Galaxy S7 scroll to capture it when shooting on the Galaxy S7 and Galaxy S7 edge? If you have any questions or encounter any problems when you use 3 methods (home button + power button, palm swipe and assistant menu) take a
screenshot of the Galaxy S7 and Galaxy S7 edge, if you have questions or problems using the Galaxy S7 capture when shooting the screen on the Galaxy S7 and Galaxy S7 edge, please let us know your questions or problems in the comments below. The community will try to help you. Can the official user guide of the Samsung Galaxy S7 (user guide) in your local language
here, and the Galaxy S7 edge user guide (user guide) in your local language here. For further guides on using the Galaxy S7 and With the S7 edge, check the Galaxy S7 online manual page. For detailed instructions on how-to guides for the Galaxy S7, see the Galaxy S7's instructions page. [Update]: Four ways to take screenshots of the Galaxy S8 and S8 Plus - Scrolling
screenshot tip reads I have my hands on a brand new Samsung Galaxy S7 or Galaxy S7 edge? Upgrading to a new smartphone is always exciting, and even more so if you're changing platform/manufacturer. If you're new to Android - or Samsung phones for that matter - you may need a little help in performing regular tasks on your smartphone. In an effort to help our Android
readers get the most out of their new devices without getting frustrated in the process, we constantly share helpful tips and guides. Today's addition in our series of tips and tricks for Android involves one of the most basic operations – taking a basic and scrolling screenshot. If you need to quickly take a snapshot of your friend's super embarrassing comment before you delete it,
don't worry, we're here to help you out. - Time for something new? Try these official wallpapers Galaxy S8 Two ways to take screenshots of the Galaxy S7 or S7 edge You can take screenshots of the Galaxy S7 or its curvier sibling using hardware buttons or using gestures. To take a screenshot using hardware keys, do the following: Open the screen you want to capture. This
can be any screen on your smartphone, app, or even on the Start screen. Press and hold the Power and Home buttons together. You'll hear a sound, and a quick animation of taking a screenshot will also appear on the screen. You can access a freshly captured screenshot from the notification pop-up bar, from where you can instantly share or edit. To see all your screenshots, go
to Pictures &gt; screenshots. Take screenshots of the Galaxy S7 or S7 edge using gestures Taking a screenshot with hardware sound keys so last-decade on you? You can also use gestures to take a screenshot on your Samsung phone. Once accustomed to it, never go back to the awkward use of the Home + Power key combo. Activate gestures: Go to Settings &gt;
movements. On the Move menu, look for Ink Movements. Check the Palm Swipe to capture it. Once you have activated the gesture, you can now grab a screenshot of the Galaxy S7 using gestures. Go to the screen you want to take a screenshot of. Now swipe the edge of your hand from right to left or left to right, horizontally. This edge-to-edge swipe gesture can take you a few
attempts to master, but it makes taking screenshots much easier and faster. Again, go to the stop notification for quick sharing and editing, or access all screenshots from the phone gallery. How to make a scrolling screenshot of the Galaxy S7 Z settings, you can enable Smart Capture, which displays additional information when you take a screenshot. After taking a screenshot of
the screen you can edit or share instantly. But along with sharing and editing, this switch also allows you to scroll screenshot. Enable smart shooting from advanced settings. Follow any of the above methods to make a screenshot. After you take your first screenshot, tap Capture More to scroll down and capture more content. After dawn, you can stop the process and save the
entire screenshot by pressing the Undo key or tapping anywhere on the screen (except screenshot options). If you take Smart Capture enabled all the time though, it might be a little annoying. Especially if you have to take more (non-scrolling) screenshots quickly as you face another pop-up after every single screenshot. You can easily turn this option on if you need to take a
screenshot of scrolling and otherwise leave it off. Don't forget to let us know if you want us to focus on some other features to use in our Samsung Galaxy S7 and S7 edge guides. Worried about the battery being discharged? Check out our detailed post on fixing the Galaxy S7 and S7 edge battery discharge problem. Recommended: Recommended: 
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